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Abstract. The location of the field ammunition warehouse is the key step to
optimizing the ammunition supply support system, and it is also one of the steps
to effectively reduce the ammunition supply cost. All along, previous studies on
ammunition supply support have been divided into two categories, one is ammuni-
tion support based on JIT, and the other is how to effectively select the site, which
can effectively combine JIT and site selection, but few people have done it. These
two factors are mutually restrictive, interactive, and complimentary. The research
on JIT-oriented field ammunition warehouse location will be of great significance
to the development of our military ammunition supply support system. This paper
focuses on this issue.
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1 Introduction

Field ammunition depot is a powerful guarantee for the continuous supply of ammu-
nition in wartime, and many factors must be considered in its setting. In the course of
combat, there are often complex factors such as the destruction of transportation by
the enemy and the dynamic change of ammunition demand of our army, which have a
great influence on the timely supply of ammunition. As an important part of the rapid
ammunition supply system, the field ammunition warehouse is responsible for ammu-
nition storage in wartime, which can provide fast [1] and accurate ammunition support
for combat troops. It plays a key role in the combat process. The site selection and
construction of field ammunition depot have a great influence on the level and quality
assurance of rapid ammunition. The site selection method of field ammunition depot and
ammunition demand prediction method are both important components of ammunition
support theory, which greatly improve the ability of ammunition supply on time [2, 3].
In this respect, it is urgent to find a quick positioning method for the field ammunition
depot which is suitable for multiple stages of the battle.

The role of a field ammunition depot in local logistics is similar to that of the dis-
tribution center, but compared with a distribution center, a field ammunition depot is
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more flexible and will adjust and change with the changes in a battlefield situation. The
scientific location of a distribution center in local logistics can effectively improve the
on-time supply ofmaterials. For example, to improve the supply level of auto parts, many
auto manufacturers pay more and more attention to the research on the location of auto
parts distribution centers [4]. In addition, there are many methods in the study of distri-
bution center location. More classical positioning problems are solved by lingo, genetic
algorithm, and particle swarm optimization [5–7]. At present, many more advanced
location selection methods have been developed, such as improved immune algorithms
and cuckoo search [8]. However, these methods are mainly aimed at the site selection
research of field ammunition depot quick positioning methods which are suitable for
multi-stage operations in a single stage.

The timing of field ammunition warehouse configuration should be determined
according to the requirements of the combat style and support tasks of the troops, and
the preset configuration or accompanying configuration should be implemented. There-
fore, it is necessary to focus on the research on the location of the field ammunition
depot facing JIT(Just in Time). When the JIT(Just in Time)-oriented field ammunition
depot location is preset, the terrain should be surveyed and the depot location selected
in advance, to ensure that the troops arrive at the designated allocation area before the
combat troops [9, 10]. The field ammunition warehouse should arrive at the designated
area at the same time as the combat troops and support forces, and be set up in the
designated area.

2 Establishment of Location Planning Model of Field Ammunition
Depot for JIT

2.1 Problem Background Description

During the battle, due to the change in the battlefield situation, the rear ammunition
transportation road was damaged to varying degrees and the road was repaired by our
troops. At the same time, the demand for ammunition in our country has also shown a
phased change in the course of combat. In this case, the location of the field ammunition
depot can be quickly determined from the alternative points of each ammunition depot,
and the level of opening the field ammunition depot can be determined, to maximize the
demand for combat ammunition and reduce the waste of resources.

2.2 Problem Analysis

This paper will take the field ammunition depot as the research object, introduce the
concept of time window into the site selection model, embody the meaning of JIT, fully
consider the wartime setting principle and safety management of our army’s current field
ammunition depot, and based on in-depth and systematic research on existing models
and algorithms, it is proposed to analyze the site selection of field ammunition depot from
the method of operational research, quantify the factors affecting the site selection and
set the corresponding parameters, establish a 0–1 programming model with the lowest
total cost, analyze the principle of genetic algorithm, and finally verify and determine the
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specific examples. In the planning process, affected bywartime conditions, it is necessary
to comprehensively consider the traffic network, topography, climate and hydrology, and
other factors, and analyze the constraint conditions, site selection process, and example
verification to realize site selection optimization. For the location problem of multiple
field ammunition warehouses, we should not only consider the optimal location of the
node itself but also consider whether its location layout can make the whole ammunition
supply support system have the highest efficiency and the best benefit.

2.3 Location Planning Model

To build the model, make the following assumptions.

(1) The ammunition storage capacity of the ammunition supply base is known;
(2) The capacity and number of field ammunition depots at each alternative point are

limited;
(3) The unit ammunition transportation cost from the ammunition supply base to the

field ammunition depot and from the field ammunition depot to combat troops is
known;

(4) The demand per unit time (quarter) of each combat unit is known;
(5) The fixed cost and unit ammunition management cost of the field ammunition depot

at the alternative point are certain and known constants;
(6) The time when the transport vehicle arrives at the combat troops is known;
(7) The earliest and latest allowable time for transport vehicles to arrive at combat troops

is known;
(8) The opportunity cost of the vehicle waiting at the task point per unit of time is known;
(9) The loss value of the transport vehicles arriving at the unit time after the required

time is infinite (failure to supply ammunition on time will cause great harm to the
battlefield situation).

Under the above assumptions, the costs to be considered in this model research include:

(1) the management expenses of ammunition passed through the field ammunition
depots and the fixed investment expenses of the field ammunition depots.

(2) Transport costs from ammunition supply base to field ammunition depots and
transport costs from field ammunition depots to combat troops.

(3) The opportunity cost of waiting for the transport vehicle at the mission point and
the penalty for the transport vehicle arriving after the required time.

Meaning of symbols in the model

A is the assembly of the ammunition supply base.
B is the collection of field ammunition depots.
C is the collection of combat troops.
Gab is the transportation cost of unit ammunition from the ammunition supply base a to
the field ammunition depot b;
Hab is the transport volume from the ammunition supply base a to the field ammunition
depot b;
Wbc is the transportation cost of unit ammunition from the field ammunition depot b to
the combat unit c;
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Xbc is the transport volume from the field ammunition depot b to the combat unit c;
Fb is the fixed cost of field ammunition depot b;
Qb is the management cost of b unit ammunition of field ammunition depot;
Dc is the unit time demand of c combat forces;
Ea is the ammunition reserve of a, the ammunition supply base;
Ib is the capacity of the field ammunition depot b;
ETc is the earliest allowed time for transport vehicles to reach the combat unit c;
LTc is the latest allowable time for transport vehicles to reach combat force c;
tc is the time when the transport vehicle arrives at the customer node c;
j is the opportunity cost of the vehicle waiting unit time at the task point;
k is the penalty value imposed per unit of time when the vehicle arrives after the required
time;
m is the maximum number of ammunition magazines set in the field;

Decision variables:
zb: If a field ammunition depot is opened at b, zb = 1, otherwise zb = 0;
Establish a mathematical model:

1) Cost of opening a field ammunition depot

The establishment cost includes the fixed cost and management cost of the construction
of field ammunition depots, namely:

∑

b∈B
Fbzb +

∑

a∈A

∑

b∈B
QbHab (1)

2) Ammunition transportation cost

Transportation costs include transportation costs from the ammunition supply base to
field ammunition depots and logistics costs from field ammunition depots to customers,
namely:

∑

a∈A

∑

b∈B
GabHab +

∑

b∈B

∑

c∈C
WbcXbcθ (2)

3) Punishment cost

The penalty cost includes the opportunity cost of the vehicle waiting at the task point and
the loss cost imposed by the vehicle arriving after the required time, which is simplified
into the following model after processing:

j
∑

c∈C
max[(ETc − tc), 0] + k

∑

c∈C
[(tc − LTc), 0] (3)
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Objective functions and constraints can be obtained as follows:

min =
∑

b∈B
Fbzb +

∑

a∈A

∑

b∈B
QbHab

+
∑

a∈A

∑

b∈B
GabHab +

∑

b∈B

∑

c∈C
WbcXbcθ

+ j
∑

c∈C
max[(ETc − tc), 0] + k

∑

c∈C
[(tc − LTc), 0] (4)

s.t.
∑

b∈B
Hab ≤ Ea

∑

b∈B
Xbc =

∑

a∈A
Hab

∑

b∈B
Xbc = Dc

∑

a∈A
Hab ≤ Ibzb

1 ≤
∑

b∈B
zb ≤ m

zb ∈ {0, 1}
Equation 1 is the objective function, where the first part is the management cost of

ammunition passing through the field ammunition depots and the fixed investment cost
of the field ammunition depots. The second part is the transport cost of the ammunition
supply base to field ammunition depots and the transport cost of field ammunition depots
to combat troops; The third part is the opportunity cost of the vehicle waiting at the task
point and the loss cost of the vehicle arriving after the required time.

Constraints (1) Ensure that the total amount of auto parts supplied from the ammu-
nition supply base to the field ammunition depot cannot exceed the ammunition reserve
of the ammunition supply base itself; Constraints (2) ensure that the amount of ammuni-
tion collected by the field ammunition depot from the ammunition supply base is equal
to the amount of ammunition delivered to the combat troops; Constraint (3) to ensure
that the needs of each combat force can be met; Constraint condition (4) ensure that the
total amount of ammunition distributed to combat troops by field ammunition depots
cannot exceed their capacity; Constraint condition (5) specifies the maximum number of
allowed field ammunition depots and the minimum number of field ammunition depots;
Constraint condition (6) is the constraint of the decision variable.

At present, the research on the location of the distribution center is relatively mature
software lingo, Matlab, and so on. The common methods are 0–1 integer programming
solution, genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization algorithm, and so on. Aiming
at the establishment of the field ammunition depot location model, this paper uses the
fastest solution lingo software to solve.
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With the progress of the operation, the position of each combat unit, the demand
for ammunition, and transport road conditions are in the process of constant change.
Therefore, the target model needs to reflect the wartime situation. Therefore, the site
selection of field ammunition depots should take the shortest supply time of ammunition
as the primary objective. In this regard, a model with the shortest supply time as the
primary objective is established:

minW2 =
l∑

k=1

n∑

i=1

ckilkidi +
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

vijxijdj +
l∑

k=1

n∑

i=1

pilki +
n∑

i=1

biFi

s.t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑

i∈n
lki ≤ Bk(k = 1, 2, 3, ..., l)

∑

k∈K
lki ≤ Ni(i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n)

∑

i∈I
xij ≥ Dj(j = 1, 2, 3, ...,m)

∑

i∈I
bi ≤ Hp

∑

j∈J
yij = 1

∑

j∈J
xij =

∑

k∈K
lki

bi =
{
1, located at this point

0, not located at this point

lki ≥ 0, xij ≥ 0, k ∈ K, i ∈ N , j ∈ M

(5)

dt
�

ilj
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

1,At stage t,select route l from field ammunition

library iand deliver it to combat unit j

0,At stage t,do not select route l from field ammunition

library iand deliver it to combat unit j

(6)

where W1 is the total transport time of ammunition;
Qt opens the collection of field ammunition depots for phase t;
d�

ilj
is the actual path l from the node i to node j;

vl is the traffic speed of the road l without damage;
ρt
l is the traffic efficiency of phase t, ρt

l ∈ [01]. A value of 0 indicates that the road is
destroyed. A value of 1 indicates that the road is not under enemy attack.

According to the hypothesis, the field ammunition depot location model with the
minimum cost as the secondary objective is obtained:

minW2 =
l∑

k=1

n∑

i=1

ckilkidi +
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

vijxijdj +
l∑

k=1

n∑

i=1

pilki +
n∑

i=1

biFi
(7)
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where W2 -- Total ammo replenishment cost;
cki - the rate of transport per unit distance from the supply center to the field ammunition
depot;
lki -- Traffic from supply centers to field ammunition depots;
di -- Transport distance from supply center to field ammunition depot;
vij - The transport rate for the unit distance from the field ammunition depot to the combat
unit;
xij - The amount of transport from field ammunition depots to combat units;
dj -- Transportation distance from field ammunition depots to supply centers
pi -- unit processing cost of ammunition in field ammunition depots;
bi -- Whether to build a field ammo depot at this point;
Fi -- Fixed construction cost for a field ammo depot;

minW2 =
l∑

k=1

n∑

i=1

ckilkidi +
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

vijxijdj +
l∑

k=1

n∑

i=1

pilki +
n∑

i=1

biFi

s.t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑

i∈n
lki ≤ Bk(k = 1, 2, 3, ..., l)

∑

k∈K
lki ≤ Ni(i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n)

∑

i∈I
xij ≥ Dj(j = 1, 2, 3, ...,m)

∑

i∈I
bi ≤ Hp

∑

j∈J
yij = 1

∑

j∈J
xij =

∑

k∈K
lki

bi =
{
1, located at this point

0, not located at this point

lki ≥ 0, xij ≥ 0, k ∈ K, i ∈ N , j ∈ M

∑
i∈n

lki ≤ Bk -- The amount of ammunition transported from the supply center to the field

ammunition depot is not greater than its maximum replenishment, Bk is the maximum
replenishment of the supply center;∑
k∈K

lki ≤ Ni --The quantity of ammunition transported from the supply center to the field

ammunition depot is not greater than the maximum stock of the field ammunition depot,
Ni is the maximum stock;∑
i∈I

xij ≥ Dj -- the ammunition supply from the field ammunition depot can meet the

demand of the combat troops, Dj is the ammunition demand of the combat troops;∑
i∈I

bi ≤ Hp -- Maximum build value of field ammo depots, Hp is the maximum value;
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∑
j∈J

yij = 1 -- Each combat unit is resupplied by only one field ammunition depot, which

equals 1 if the field ammunition depot supplies ammunition to combat units, 0 otherwise;∑
j∈J

xij = ∑
k∈K

lki-- The field ammo depot only completes warehousing tasks, regardless

of transportation losses.

3 Example Analysis

The following is an example validation of the location model, which involves 6 ammu-
nition supply bases, 4 field ammunition depots, and 7 combat units. The total supply and
storage of the ammunition supply base, related parameters of field ammunition depots,
the demand of combat troops, transportation cost from ammunition supply base to field
ammunition depots and transportation cost from field ammunition depots to combat
troops are assumed, as shown in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. In order to simplify the opera-
tion, according to the assumptions of the model in 2.2, set shipping time t0 = 2, earliest
time ET0 = 5, latest time LT0 = 6.

Table 1. Total supply of the supply center

Ammunition supply center The total supply

A1 60000

A2 40000

A3 50000

A4 80000

A5 40000

A6 70000

Table 2. Parameters of field ammunition depots

Field ammunition depot Capacity Fixed construction charge Overhead charge/per issue

W1 70000 500000 5

W2 60000 300000 1

W3 70000 400000 3

W4 50000 400000 4

Table 3. Combat force requirements

Combat troops C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

Demand for 300 700 1000 500 400 800 200
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Table 4. Transportation costs from supply centers to field ammunition depots

W1 W2 W3 W4

A1 6 4 2 5

A2 4 3 9 4

A3 7 6 8 2

A4 6 7 4 3

A5 4 5 1 2

A6 3 1 4 7

Table 5. Transportation costs of field ammunition depots to combat troops

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

W1 3 7 4 5 6 4 3

W2 6 1 3 5 7 4 5

W3 2 4 5 3 6 5 6

W4 5 6 3 7 4 8 5

Using the above data, combined with the established mathematical model, using
lingo software to solve. Lingo program is as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

It can be seen from the above results that the total cost of the optimal objective
function is 319,084 yuan when the alternative address No. 2 is chosen as the best field
ammunition depot location.

Fig. 1. Lingo program code and Lingo program running interface
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Fig. 2. Results of the running of the Lingo program

4 Conclusion

Based on optimizing the JIT-oriented ammunition supply strategy, this paper studies
and analyzes the problem of field ammunition warehouse setting. Based on analyzing
the location principle of field ammunition warehouse, a planning model of ammunition
warehouse setting based on cost optimization is established with the address and type
of possible ammunition warehouse in the combat area as the location constraint, and
LINGO is used as an example to verify that the location result is lower in cost. The
site selection of a field ammunition depot involves many factors, and its function is to
ensure that ammunition is delivered to combat troops on time and safely. Therefore,
future research can be done from the aspect of punctuality.
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